2015 Application Tips and Questions
Why aren’t all the pages showing up in the application?
The application will only add the pages relevant to the SAE category. Once the ‘cover’ and ‘basic setup’
tabs are complete, the rest of the pages should show up.
Not all of the records are in AET but the application is locked.
On the instruction page go to “12. This application is locked to your AET records. Editing of financial
records is through AET. Click Here to unlock this application.” NOTE: Once you unlock the application,
you cannot re‐lock it. Any changes made it the record keeping system will not be transferred to the
application.
Not sure where numbers are transferring from or getting errors?
Try to click these icons (green question mark) because contain additional help and tips.
Learning Outcomes and Efficiency Factors are now required for Placement applications. What goes
there?
 For entrepreneurship SAEs, focus on efficiency factors that improves your projects.
 For placement SAEs, focus on your learning outcomes and how your skill attainment or learning
has improved.
There are examples under the green question marks to help.
Placement apps should ONLY use outcomes and forget efficiency factors (which is what they always had
to use before).
Here’s one example:
Learning Outcome: Identify and have working knowledge of all feeds sold in the feed store.
Impact: By learning all the options for feeds that are for sale in the store, I have been able to help
customers correctly purchase the right feed for their animals. This has allowed me to be more
productive on the floor and I don’t have to go ask my supervisor for help anymore. Customers are also
happier.
Basically, the outcomes could be the goals a student sets for themselves at the beginning of an SAE, and
then describe how that has impacted their success on the job.
Where do the performance indicators come from for the Skills page?
They are from the Performance Indicators on the National AFNR standards found here (light blue boxes):
https://www.ffa.org/thecouncil/Documents/finalafnrstandardsv324609withisbn_000.pdf
Is there a version of the checklist (list of parli, speech, etc) that a student is able to complete?
An Excel document will soon to be added to the State Degree page on Kansas FFA.
Where did the personal expenses go (ex: vehicle)?
All assets are classified in the same way. There is no personal and productively invested in the new
application. The truck value is listed as an asset in the non current assets.

